GLS

SUV

The pinnacle of space and comfort
is reached only in the GLS.
The GLS proudly carries the S in its name. Like no other car in the world,
it combines the effortless agility of an SUV with the inner qualities of an
S-Class. Climb aboard and discover exquisite luxury, tangible comfort and
an unprecedented standard of exemplary safety.

Climb aboard and revel
in modern luxury.
In the GLS, everything you see and touch adds up to a first-class
experience. The fluid transitions, the stylish wood trim elements
and the fully digital Widescreen Cockpit blend harmoniously into
the superlative interior.

Maximum comfort.
And almost minimalist design.

A rear compartment
like none before.
The interior of the GLS is almost larger than life, with ample
space for seven people. Each seat provides luxury-class comfort
and an infotainment offering that even surpasses that. The
second row of seats is electrically adjustable and the third row
is more comfortable than ever.

Thrilling and effortless handling,
both on and off the road.
This is an art the GLS masters like no other in its class, thanks to the fully
active E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL suspension. Both on and off the road.
A new electrified engine and a comprehensive Off-Road Engineering package
are optionally available for maximum ride comfort on every route.

Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive.

Mercedes-Benz User Experience.

In rush hour, during a long drive at night or on an unfamiliar
route – your GLS SUV can noticeably take the strain out of driving,
particularly in stressful situations. It’s all down to a concept
that makes every journey in a Mercedes-Benz a safer and very
special experience: Mercedes-Benz Intelligent Drive. Because
the time you spend behind the wheel is your time. Time for relaxation. Time to replenish your energy. So that, first and foremost,
you reach your destination safely, but are also more relaxed when
you get there.

Infotainment to the highest GLS standard. The Mercedes-Benz
User Experience will fascinate you. With your every look, every
word and every touch.

EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS – CONTROL AND DISPLAY CONVENIENCE
EQUIPMENT HIGHLIGHTS – DRIVING ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS

To enable you to find your way in complex traffic situations, MBUX Augmented Reality

The Driving Assistance Plus Package offers maximum comfort and safety on the

Navigation connects the virtual world with the real world. The technology incorporates

road to autonomous driving. As a supplement to the Driving Assistance Package you

graphical navigation instructions and traffic information into live images. So you reach

receive Active Stop-and-Go Assist, which takes the strain off you on motorways.

your destination quickly, safely and stress-free.

A further benefit of this package is PRE-SAFE® Impulse Side, which can provide additional protection in side collisions caused by other road users.

It takes just two little words from you – “Hey Mercedes” – to activate the intelligent
natural-speech LINGUATRONIC voice control system, which understands almost

The innovative PRE-SAFE® Sound generates a noise from the speakers which is

every word you speak and can even handle indirect language. The air conditioning will

able to trigger a natural protective reflex: this can protect the inner ear by damping

respond to “I feel cold” by setting a higher temperature, for example.

the accident noise.

Enjoy the comfort of contact-free control with the MBUX Interior Assistant: this inno-

Active Parking Assist with 360° camera makes it easier to find somewhere to park

vative system captures and interprets your hand and arm movements. This means

and to manoeuvre into and out of parking spaces. The choice is yours: park with ease

that you can activate selected functions more or less instantly. The system is also able

yourself with excellent all-round visibility, or reduce your stress level by getting the

to differentiate between driver and front passenger – so that you reach precisely the

car to park for you.

menus you wish to use.

Fully digital Widescreen Cockpit.

Burmester® high-end 3D surround sound system.

23-inch wheels.

Panoramic sliding sunroof.

With the Widescreen Cockpit, the instrument display and media display form a
visual unit. The two fully digital colour displays are combined behind a shared glass
front and blend harmoniously into the interior design as a seamless surface.
The media display comes here in a free-standing variant for the first time – an elegant eye-catching feature.

26 speakers and a system output of 1610 watts make the Burmester® high-end
3D surround sound system a truly high-end experience. The sound can be adapted
by means of five presets and adjusted individually for each seat. In addition,
a noise compensation system (VNC) adapts the sound dynamically to the given
driving situation. The speakers sport an equally stylish design, demonstrating
premium class even when not a sound is to be heard.

Tailor-made to suit your individual taste: the GLS offers wheels of up to
58.4 cm (23 inches) in size, plus a stylish selection of different rim designs and
colour variants. To add that final distinguishing flourish to your car’s appearance.

Open or closed: with the panoramic sliding sunroof, you experience a wonderful
feeling of freedom and enjoy a pleasantly bright ambience in the interior. When
viewed from the outside, the large sliding sunroof likewise makes a unique visual
impression, as it lends lightness and exclusivity to the exterior.

Standard equipment and appointments.
A bold presence with high-end credentials: the exterior combines typical SUV
features with a powerful, cutting-edge design. The generous proportions exude
effortless superiority and safety. Chrome elements create elegantly stylish
highlights. Aerodynamic optimisation measures deliver first-class efficiency values
and ensure pleasantly quiet driving acoustics.

The EXCLUSIVE Interior design and equipment line. The AMG Line.
Discover high-end elegance. High-quality materials, generous dimensions and
intelligent details form the basis for a luxurious ambience and comfortable
travel in up to seven seats. Standard on-board features include: multifunction
sports steering wheel, Widescreen Cockpit, MBUX multimedia system and
automatic climate control.

With the EXCLUSIVE interior, you can give your vehicle interior the finishing
touches. Elegant details and stylish materials add individual highlights in keeping
with your very own taste.

The expressive styling of the AMG Line lends your vehicle a thoroughly dynamic
touch. For a clear distinction from the standard model. As such you can make a
clear statement for powerful design.

9G-TRONIC.

E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL.

Leave the gear-shifting work to your vehicle: you will barely notice the gear changes made by the 9G-TRONIC automatic transmission.
Nine gears make low engine speeds possible, thereby reducing your fuel consumption and ensuring quieter running.

E-ACTIVE BODY CONTROL incorporates the camera-based road surface detection system ROAD SURFACE SCAN (only in conjunction
with the Driving Assistance Package or Driving Assistance Plus Package) and the CURVE active curve tilting function, and is able
to assess the driving situation, speed and load. Damping and level control are automatically adjusted for each wheel accordingly.
For excellent ride comfort and outstanding stability – on and off the road alike.

Not an SUV. An AMG.
Every Mercedes-AMG is a masterpiece in its own right, with an unmistakable character. What
unites our performance vehicles and sports cars is their irrepressible sporting spirit. Their
passion for top performance. It is generated at the point where engineering skill meets
a very special attitude: the spirit of AMG. We believe that you have to keep on challenging limits in order to achieve new goals. We accept nothing as a given. Because
limits are imposed by people, and it’s also people who can overcome them. It’s
this attitude that enables us to achieve outstanding performance for motor
racing – and for the road.
Welcome to the world of AMG.
www.mercedes-amg.com
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With minimum to maximum tyre size at normal or highway level.

2

With rear bench seat moved forward by 100 mm. All figures in millimetres. The illustrated dimensions are mean values. They are valid for vehicles in basic specification and in unladen condition.

For 20 years now it has been our belief that sport has the power to connect people and motivate them
in a unique way. We have facilitated urgently needed access to our support programmes for millions
of children and young people, so helping them to achieve positive change in their lives. The programmes
that we support together with Laureus Sport for Good are in line with the United Nations’ Sustainable
Development Goals and are part of an exciting major global movement to effect positive change in the
world. In buying a Mercedes-Benz you are supporting the “Laureus Sport for Good” movement.
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